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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to enumerate bijectively the number of
ordered pairs of certain lattice paths: Consider paths in the integer lattice
Z_Z that proceed with unit steps in either of the directions east or north.
Let Mn, kr, s be the set of ordered pairs of such paths that intersect exactly k
times (i.e., that have k lattice points in common) in which both paths start
at the origin (0, 0), the first path ends in (r, n&r) and the second path ends
in (s, n&s). The intersection at the origin is not counted.
Denote by M n, kr, s the cardinality of M
n, k
r, s : It is clear that M
n, k
r, s =M
n, k
s, r .
A first formula for M n, kr, s was given in [1, Thm. 2]; the formula we want
to prove here was given in [2, Thm. 5]. The definition for Mn, kr, s in [1, 2]
differs slightly from the one given above insofar as intersections at the
endpoint (if r=s) are also not counted: This difference is irrelevant for the
following theorem, but will simplify notation of the subsequent corollary.
Theorem 1 (GesselShur). For r<s we have:
M n, kr, s = :
k
i=0 \
k
i +_\
n&k+i&1
s&1 +\
n&i&1
n&r&1+&\
n&k+i&1
s +\
n&i&1
n&r +& .
This formula was proved in [2] by means of generating functions.
2. INTERPRETATION OF THE FORMULA’S SUMMANDS
Our bijection is based on an appropriate lattice-path-interpretation for
the formula’s summands (pointed out by Krattenthaler [4]): Clearly, we
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may view the binomial coefficient ( nk) as the number of all lattice paths
starting at an arbitrary lattice point (x, y) and ending in (x+k, y+n&k):
Denote this number of paths by &(x, y)  (x+k, y+n&k)&. (It is clear
from this interpretation for binomial coefficients that in this paper we shall
never assign another meaning but zero to ( nk) if k<0 or k>n.)
Given this notation, we may rewrite the second factor of the summand
as the following determinant:
\n&k+i&1s&1 +\
n&i&1
n&r&1+&\
n&k+i&1
s +\
n&i&1
n&r +
= } &(1, 0)  (s, n&s&k+i)&&(1, 0)  (r&i, n&r)&
&(0, 1)  (s, n&s&k+i)&
&(0, 1)  (r&i, n&r)& } .
But by the main theorem of nonintersecting lattice paths [3, Cor. 2]
[5, Theorem 1.2] this determinant is precisely the number of noninter-
secting pairs of lattice paths where the first path starts at (1, 0) and ends
at (s, n&s&k+i) and the second path starts at (0, 1) and ends at
(r&i, n&r): Denote the set of these nonintersecting pairs of lattice paths
by Nk, i .
3. THE BIJECTION
Let r<s ; denote by [k] the set [1, ..., k] and by ( [k]i ) the family of
i-element subsets of [k]. We want to construct a bijection between the
following sets:
Mn, kr, s w .
k
i=0 _\
[k]
i +_Nk, i & .
Given some fixed pair of lattice paths p1 , p2 in Mn, kr, s , we will construct
both a subset S # ( [k]i ) and a pair of nonintersecting lattice paths #Nk, i :
In order to do this, we introduce some notation before.
Consider the lexicographic order on the lattice Z_Z: If we run through
our lattice paths in natural direction (from start point to end point), the
lattice points thus appear in ascending order. During our algorithm, we
will have intermediate pairs of lattice paths, one ending in some point
(x, n&r), xr, which we shall call the upper path, the other ending in
some point (s, y), yn&s, which we shall call the lower path.
Consider an arbitrary point P=(x, y) in some lattice path p: If P is
reached by a horizontal edge, i.e., from point (x&1, y) (or by a vertical
edge, i.e., from point (x, y&1)), simply remove this edge and shift the
segment from P up to p’s end point one unit to the left (or down). We say
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that the new lattice path p thus obtained is derived from the old one, p,
by deleting the horizontal (or vertical, respectively) edge before P. This
operation of deletion can be reversed in the obvious way: Let ps be the
segment of p from p’s starting point up to P, let pe be the segment of p from
P up to p’s end point shifted one unit up (respectively to the right) and join
ps and pe with a vertical (respectively horizontal) edge. We say that the
Fig. 1. Illustration of the algorithm: n=11, k=4, r=5, s=6.
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new lattice path p^ thus obtained is derived from the old one, p, by inserting
a vertical (or horizontal, respectively) edge before P.
Now we are ready to describe our mapping
Mn, kr, s w .
k
i=0 _\
[k]
i +_Nk, i& .
We give it in algorithmic fashion. At the beginning, let the intermediate
pair of lattice paths be the initial pair p1 , p2 ; set j=0 and S=<.
WHILE there is some point of intersection between upper and lower
path except the origin, consider the maximal such point (in lexicographic
order), P, and set j= j+1: IF the lower path reaches P by a horizontal
edge, THEN interchange segments of paths p1 and p2 from the point of
intersection next smaller than P (which might be the origin) up to P; delete
the horizontal edge before P in the upper path (which was modified by the
interchange just described ) and set S=S _ [ j]. ELSE delete the vertical
edge before P in the lower path.
Finally, there is no point of intersection any more except the origin: The
upper path starts with a vertical edge, the lower path starts with an
horizontal edge. Now let p^1 be the segment of the upper path from (0, 1)
up to its endpoint; let p^2 be the segment of the lower path from (1, 0) up
to its endpoint; set i=|S |, the cardinality of S.
It is easy to see that we thus mapped ( p1 , p2) # Mn, kr, s to (S; ( p^1 , p^2)) #
( [k]i )_Nk, i . Figure 1 gives an illustration of this algorithm.
4. THE INVERSE MAPPING
It is straightforward to give the algorithm that implements the inverse
mapping
.
k
i=0 _\
[k]
i +_Nk, i& w Mn, kr, s
(see Fig. 2 for a new example, or simply read Fig. 1 in the reverse direction).
During the algorithm, we shall again have intermediate pairs p 1 , p 2 of
lattice paths, together with the associated subset S: At the beginning, let p 1
be the upper path joined with the origin by a vertical edge, let p 2 be the
lower path joined with the origin by a horizontal edge; set j=k+1.
WHILE j>1, set j= j&1: IF j # S, THEN look for the maximal point
P in the upper path p 1 so that insertion of a horizontal edge in p 1 before
P introduces a new point of intersection, Q; insert this horizontal edge in
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the reverse algorithm: n=11, k=4, r=5, s=6.
p 1 before P, and in the resulting pair of lattice paths (with new point of
intersection Q) interchange segments from the point of intersection next
smaller than Q (which might be the origin) up to Q. ELSE look for the
maximal point P in the lower path p 2 so that insertion of a vertical edge
in p 2 before P introduces a new point of intersection, Q; insert this vertical
edge in p 2 .
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(It is easy to see that the maximal point P does always exist, and that
by maximality Q is in fact the only new point of intersection introduced by
this insertion of a new edge.)
Finally, we end up with a pair ( p1 , p2)=( p 1 , p 2) # Mn, kr, s : It is easy to
see that the mapping thus constructed is indeed the inverse of the mapping
given in the previous section.
5. A SIMPLE GENERALIZATION
Obviously, the construction of the bijection does not depend on the fact
that both endpoints of the paths lie on the same antidiagonal line (x, n&x)
for some fixed n (as is the case for elements of Mn, kr, s ).
Moreover, we may drop the condition that endpoints do not coincide (as
is the case in Theorem 1): Remember that we are dealing with ordered pairs
of paths, i.e., every pair ( p, q) of paths p, q, where both paths start at the
origin and end in the same point P (and where p{q), is considered dif-
ferent from the ‘‘reversed’’ pair (q, p). Here, the common endpoint counts
as point of intersection (contrary to the definition in [1, 2]; pointed out by
Sulanke [6]):
Corollary 1. Let 0tv and uw0; let P=(t, u), Q=(v, w) be
two points in the integer lattice Z_Z (P=Q is possible). The number of
ordered pairs of lattice paths that intersect exactly k times in which both
paths start at the origin (0, 0), the first path ends in P and the second path
ends in Q (the intersection at the origin is not counted) is given as:
:
k
i=0 \
k
i +_\
t+u&i&1
u&1 +\
v+w&k+i&1
v&1 +
&\t+u&i&1u +\
v+w&k+i&1
v +& . (1)
Proof. If P{Q, there is nothing more to do: The bijection immediately
translates to this case. If P=Q, we arbitrarily define the first path p1 of
some pair ( p1 , p2) to be the upper path, the second path p2 to be the lower
path: With this definition, we apply our bijection (starting with the maxi-
mal point of intersection P=Q) as before. K
6. SOME IDENTITIES
We now consider the number of ordered pairs of lattice paths (as defined
in Corollary 1) for the special case P=Q=(x, y): Adapting the notation
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from [1, 2] (remember that the intersection at P=Q is not counted there),
we denote this number by N x+ y, xk&1 .
First, it is clear that if k is maximal, i.e., k=x+ y, then the number of
pairs of lattice paths is simply ( x+ yx ) (since the paths must be equal in this
case).
Introducing the notation N(t, u; v, w; k) for the sum (1) in Corollary 1,
we can easily prove the following assertion for k<x+ y:
Corollary 2. Let P=(x, y) be a point in the integer lattice Z_Z, and
let 1k<x+ y. The number N x+y, xk&1 of ordered pairs of lattice paths that
start at the origin and end at P and that intersect exactly k times (the inter-
section at the origin is not counted) is given as:
2 } :
k&1
l=0
:
l
j=0 \
l
j+ N(x& j&1, y&l+ j; x& j, y&l+ j&1; k&l&1). (2)
Proof. Denote by l the length of the maximal common end-segment
of the two paths: I.e., there is some j # [0, ..., l ] such that the two paths
consist of segments from (0, 0) up to (x& j&1, y&l+ j) and (x& j,
y&l+ j&1), respectively (these segments intersect exactly k&l&1 times);
the paths coincide from point (x& j, y&l+ j) up to (x, y) (this common
segment of length l yields another l+1 intersections). This consideration
immediately translates to the sum (2) (the factor 2 comes from the fact that
we consider ordered pairs of paths). K
Putting together [1, Formula (1a) and (1b)] and Corollaries 1 and 2,
we obtain:
Theorem 2. Let x0, y0 and 1k<x+ y be three integers. Then
the following sums are equal, since they all enumerate the same number
N x+y, xk&1 :
2k
x+y&k
:
i \
k&1
i +\
x+y&k+i
x +\
x+y&i&1
y + (3)
2k
x
:
i
(&1) i
\k&1i +\
k&i&1
i +\
x+y&i&2
x&1 +\
x+y&i&1
x&i&1 +
\x+y&i&2i +
(4)
:
k
i=0 \
k
i +_\
x+y&i&1
y&1 +\
x+y&k+i&1
x&1 +
&\x+y&i&1y +\
x+y&k+i&1
x +& (5)
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2 :
k&1
l=0
:
l
j=0 \
l
j+ :
k&l&1
i=0 \
k&l&1
i +_\
x+ y&i&l&2
y&l+ j&1 +\
x+ y&k+i&1
x& j&1 +
&\x+y&i&l&2y&l+j +\
x+y&k+i&1
x&j +& (6)
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